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We introduce a version of the cw photomodulation technique, measured far from the steady state, for 
obtaining the quantum efficiency, rj, of long-lived photoexcitations in ir-conjugated polymers. We apply this 
technique to films of a ladder-type poly para-phenylene mLPPP for studying the photogeneration action 
spectra, rj( E), and recombination kinetics of photogenerated neutral and charged excitations such as singlet 
and triplet excitons and charged polarons. Whereas the rj(E) spectrum for singlet excitons shows a step 
function increase at a photon energy, E, close to the optical gap ( =  2.6 eV), both triplet and polaron rj(E) 
spectra show, in addition, a monotonous rise at higher E . The rise for triplets is explained by singlet exciton 
fission into triplet pairs, and from a model fit we get the triplet exciton energy ( =  1.6 eV). For polarons this 
rise is modeled by an electron intersegment tunneling process. The electroabsorption spectrum is also measured 
and analyzed in terms of Stark shift of the lowest lying exciton, 1 Bu , and enhanced oscillator strength of the 
important mAg exciton. A consistent picture for the lowest excited state energy levels and optical transitions in 
the neutral singlet and triplet and charged manifolds is presented. From both the exciton binding energy of 
= 0.6 eV and the singlet-triplet energy splitting of =  1 eV, we conclude that the e -e interaction in mLPPP is 
relatively strong. Our results are in good agreement with recent ab initio band structure calculations for several 
^-conjugated polymers. [S0163-1829(99)13531-8]
I. INTRODUCTION
The photogeneration dynamics of singlet excitons and 
secondary photoexcitations, such as triplets and polarons, in 
^-conjugated polymers have usually been measured by pico­
second ps transient spectroscopic techniques rather than cw  
spectroscopies, since their photogeneration processes usually 
occur in the subnanosecond time domain.1 On the other 
hand, the excited states energy levels are often measured in 
these polymers by cw optical techniques, including 
electroabsorption2’3 and resonant Raman scattering,4-6 and 
by two and three photon nonlinear optical spectroscopies.7,8 
In this paper we introduce a version of cw photomodulation 
action spectroscopy, which is capable of measuring the pho­
togeneration dynamics of secondary photoexcitations with­
out the need of ps transient optical techniques. This tech­
nique uses the excitation dependence action spectrum of 
various photoinduced absorption PA bands in the photo­
modulation spectrum, measured under conditions far from 
the steady state.
We have used the PA action spectrum technique to obtain 
the photogeneration quantum efficiency, rj, and its depen­
dencies on temperature, , and excitation photon energy, E ,
for singlet and triplet excitons and polarons, respectively, in 
films of methyl substituted ladder-type poly p a ra -phenylene 
[mLPPP] (Fig. 1, inset). mLPPP is an attractive 
-conjugated polymer for blue-light emitting diodes9,10 see 
Fig. 1) and photopumped lasers1112 due to its high photolu­
minescence quantum yield; this is caused in part, by the in­
trachain order in the film induced by the planarization of 
neighboring phenyl rings13 (Fig. 1 inset). We found that 
whereas the action spectrum for the photoluminescence 
quantum efficiency comprises a step-function response at E  
close to the optical gap, E op 2.6 eV, the ( E ) spectrum for 
both triplet exciton and polaron PA bands also contains a 
monotonous rise at E > E op. For triplet excitons this rise is 
interpreted as due to singlet exciton fission into triplet pairs, 
and from a model fit to the experimental data we get the 
triplet energy, E T 1.6 eV. The rise in the (E ) spectrum 
of polarons at high energies is explained by a hot exciton 
dissociation process via electron intersegment tunneling. We 
also measured the electroabsorption spectrum and analyze it 
in terms of electric field induced changes of odd and even 
parity excitons. From these measurements a consistent pic­
ture of the most important excited energy levels and optical 
transitions is constructed.
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FIG. 1. Photoluminescence (PL, solid and absorption [a(w), 
bold spectra of mLPPP. Inset shows the mLPPP repeat unit.
II. EXPERIMENT
Our method is based on the cw photomodulation (PM) 
technique. For the excitation beam we used either an Ar+ 
laser at several discrete photon energies, E, or a monochro- 
matized Xenon lamp to continuously vary E, between 2 and 
4.5 eV. The excitation beam was modulated with a chopper 
at frequencies, f, between 10 and 4 kHz. A combination of 
various incandescent lamps tungsten halogen and glowbar , 
diffraction gratings, optical filters, and solid state detectors 
silicon, germanium, indium antimonide, and mercury cad­
mium teluride was used to span the probe photon energy, 
hco, between 0.1 and 3 eV. The PM spectrum vs was 
obtained by dividing the pump beam induced changes in the 
probe beam transmission, A T (&>), by the probe beam trans­
mission, T (&>), where A T  was measured by a phase sensitive 
technique; in this case the PA, or A a  (=  — d ~  ^  T / T , where 
d  is the film thickness) does not depend on the system energy 
response. T  was measured in our studies as a function of 
pump excitation intensity, I, modulation frequency, f, and 
temperature, . To obtain the quantum efficiency per ab­
sorbed photon we multiplied I  by the factor g  (E  ) =  1/ 
(E d )(1 — R ) [ 1 —exp(—ad)], where R (E ) and a ( E )  are the 
film reflectivity and absorption coefficient, respectively.
The PA, or , is proportional to the photoexcitation 
density, N, via the relation A a  =  Ncr , where a  is the excita­
tion optical cross section. Since T , it follows that the 
changes in the probe transmission measured in phase, T in , 
and quadrature, A T q  , to the laser beam modulation may be 
directly related to N  dynamics, where A T in~  N in and A Tq  
~ N q  . The two N  components, N in and N q  , may be ob­
tained, in principle, from the modulated excitation intensity 
I ( t ), which is a periodic square wave in time with an illumi­
nating pulse duration 10 =  1/2f , where f  is the laser modula­
tion frequency, using either the monomolecular MR or bi- 
molecular BR rate equation:
TABLE I. Photoexcitation density N in the photomodulation 
measurements for monomolecular MR and bimolecular recombi­
nation BR kinetics in the limits of steady state and far from the 
steady state. N in, N q are the in-phase and quadrature photoexcita­
tion densities, respectively. g I  gives the density of absorbed pho­
tons, j; is the photogeneration quantum efficiency, t  is the MR 
photoexcitation decay time, and is the bimolecular recombination 
constant.
Recombination kinetics Steady state Far from the 
steady state
Monomolecular N  in= 'ngIr/2 N  m= 0 1 / ( f 2)]
N q =  O ( t2/ ) N q =  VgI/4rtf
Bimolecular N m = 4  VgI/2J N in”  O  1/^ f 2)]
Nq =  0  ( t 2/  ) N q =  V g I /4 v f
d N
d t
—  = v  g ^ y r f  (BR). 2
In Eqs. 1 and 2  , and are the MR and BR constants, 
which are related to the photoexcitation decay time by 
= 1/^ and t =  1/(yN ), respectively. We calculated (see the 
appendix and Table I complete analytic expressions for the 
two N  components for the MR kinetics, and analytic expres­
sions for the BR kinetics in the limiting cases of steady state 
( f  1) and far from the steady state ( f  1). Moreover, 
the exact numerical results for the BR kinetics were also 
obtained. As a particularly important result of these calcula­
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- d -  =  v g I - ^ (M R , 1
independent o f  t  an d  the recombination kinetics. The decay 
time depends on the type of recombination kinetics and on 
various external parameters such as temperature and most 
importantly in the case of BR kinetics on the excitation den­
sity. Since the excitation density strongly varies in the ex­
periment it is determined by the lamp intensity the grating 
efficiency the sample reflectivity and absorption coefficient 
dependencies on E ) then the absence of in the above ex­
pression for N q is essential for the direct determination of r) 
from cw measurements. Thus, when measuring N q far from 
the steady state studies of the photoexcitation generation 
process via the E  and dependencies of can be readily 
achieved with cw techniques. We note that in previous 
studies,14-16 N in(f)  and N q (/)  were analyzed for both MR 
and BR kinetics; however, that N q for f  t >  1 does not de­
pend on was not realized and thus basically ignored. There­
fore, it has been generally believed that cw techniques can­
not be used to directly study for various photoexcitations 
since, in contrast to N q (see the appendix, N in depends on t , 
which, in turn, depends on E  and . This is, however, not the 
case if N q is measured far from the steady state [Eq. (3)].
We summarize the results of our calculations for N in and 
N q  in Table I. Also, the characteristic properties of N in(f) 
and Nq(f ) are demonstrated in Fig. 2, where the calculated 
N q  ( f )  and N in(f)  normalized by G  =  g 7] I , are plotted for 
both MR and BR, respectively, with two different recombi-
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FIG. 2. The two photoexcitation density components N q and N in 
normalized by the absorbed photon density G, calculated vs modu­
lation frequency f. Curves (a) and (b) are for MR, and curves (c) 
and (d) are for BR; solid (dotted lines are for N q (N in). The re­
combination constants are j 3 = 300 Hz and y N =  1 kHz, for the 
MR and BR kinetics, respectively. The inset shows N in vs G calcu­
lated for BR kinetics with y N =  1 kHz and f  =  100 Hz.
nation rates. Firstly, it is seen in Fig. 2 that N in= N q at f 0, 
such that f 0 r — 1, for both recombination processes. Sec­
ondly, at f > f 0, N q ~- 1/f, whereas N in~ 1 / f 2, and therefore 
N q dominates |A T| at high f .  Importantly, N q ( f)  approaches 
the asymptotic behavior, 1/f, at large f, independent o f  the 
recombination p ro ces s  and t . Thirdly, at f > f 0 , N in(f) 
scales with 1/ , explaining the reason why N in(BR) 
N in(MR) at high f , whereas the opposite is true at low f .
To identify the recombination kinetics of various excita­
tions in the PM spectrum, we also calculated N in( G ) at a 
fixed f  (Fig. 2, inset). We found that N in increases linearly 
with G  for the MR kinetics. However, for the BR kinetics we 
calculated N in~  G 3/2 at low G  (where f r >  1) changing at 
high G  (where f  t<  1) to \fG  dependence. We therefore note 
that the N in vs G  plot may serve to identify the photoexcita­
tion recombination kinetics using cw studies, whereas N q 
measured far from the steady state may be used to directly 
obtain for the various photoexcitations in the PM spec­
trum.
The spin state of these excitations may be obtained by the 
PA detected magnetic resonance (PADMR technique.17,18 In 
PADMR we measure the changes in PA induced by a modu­
lated -wave field in our experiment, 3 GHz in resonance 
with the Zeeman split spin-1/2 sublevels in magnetic field
H .17,18 The /x-wave resonant absorption leads to small 
changes, S T , in T. This ST  is proportional to SN  induced by 
the waves, caused by changes in spin-dependent recombi­
nation rates. Two types of PADMR spectra are possible:18 
The H -PADMR spectrum, in which ST  is measured at a 
fixed probe wavelength X as the magnetic field H  is scanned, 
and the -PADMR spectrum, in which T  is measured at a 
constant H , in resonance, while is scanned.
The measurements in this paper were done on a mLPPP 
film that was drop-cast from a toluene solution on a sapphire 
substrate and its optical density, OD , at the laser wave­
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FIG. 3. The in-phase photomodulation spectrum of a mLPPP 
film at 80 K, excited at 3.5 eV and modulated at 100 Hz. The triplet 
(T 1), polaron (P 1 and P2), IR active vibrations (IRAV and pho- 
tobleaching PB bands are assigned. The inset shows the depen­
dencies of T1 and P 1 PA bands on the excitation intensity I, where 
the lines are power laws with exponents close to 1 and 0.5, respec­
tively.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In Fig. 1 we show the polymer repeat unit, the optical 
absorption, ( ) and photoluminescence PL spectra of the 
mLPPP film used here. At low photon energies, ( ) con­
sists of a three peak structure at 2.75, 2.93, and 3.11 eV, 
respectively, that we interpret as an optical transition into the 
lowest odd parity exciton (1 B u) and its two phonon replica
180 meV apart. The PL spectrum is much sharper than 
( ) , but otherwise also contains a pronounced three peak 
feature, which is Stokes shifted from that in ( ) by about 
0.1 eV. Using an integrating sphere, we measured the abso­
lute PL quantum efficiency in mLPPP to be about 30%. At 
high photon energies, ( ) also contains absorption bands 
at 4.5 and 5.3 eV, respectively, that are interpreted as due to 
transitions into higher, but more localized excitons.19
A. PM spectrum
In Fig. 3 we show the PM spectrum of a drop-cast mLPPP 
film at 0=  80 K excited at £ =  3.5 eV. The PM spectrum is 
dominated by the PA band T 1 at 1.3 eV and also by the two 
correlated PA bands: P 1 and P 2 at 0.4 and 1.9 eV, respec­
tively. A series of photoinduced infrared active vibrations 
IRAV's that are correlated by their f  and dependencies 
with the PA bands P 1 and P  2, but not with T 1, are also seen 
at ftw <0.25 eV .20,21 The photobleaching (PB) feature in 
Fig. 3 marks the mLPPP optical gap, E op 2.6 eV ,22 which 
can also be deduced from the PL band onset at high Fig. 
1 . The photoinduced IRAV's indicate that charge carriers 
are photogenerated in the polymer chains. Their correlation 
with P 1 and P 2, but not with T 1 shows, therefore, that the 
former bands are due to long-lived charged  excitations, 
whereas the latter band is caused by long-lived neutral exci­
tations.
B. PADMR spectroscopy
The H -PADMR spectrum of mLPPP at tno  =  1.9 eV is 
shown in Fig. 4 a , inset. We observe a negative resonance at
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FIG. 4. PA spectrum (a) compared to X -PADMR spectrum (b) 
of spin-1/2 excitations, measured at H =  1065 G (g = 2) and 10 K. 
The inset shows the H-PADMR spectrum at 1.9 eV.
1065 G due to enhanced recombination of spin-1/2 photoex­
citations. The X-PADMR spectrum measured at H
1065 G is shown in Fig. 4 b . It contains a sharp band at 
1.9 eV, which coincides in energy with the P 2 band [Fig. 
4(a)], followed by a phonon replica at 2.1 eV. We note the 
remarkable ability of PADMR to elucidate small PA bands 
such as P 2 , which are covered by much stronger bands, such 
as T 1 in the PM spectrum [compare Figs. 4(a) and 4 b ] -  The 
X-PADMR spectrum also shows that T 1 is much less corre­
lated with spin-1/2  excitations and therefore does not origi­
nate from long-lived polarons. We also note that P 1 and P 2 
bands, in fact coincide in energy with the two doping in­
duced absorption bands in mLPPP caused by polarons,20 and 
that T 1 is close in energy to the long-lived excitations in 
isolated PPP oligomers assigned to triplets.21 Based on these 
facts and the spectroscopies described above, we conclude 
that P 1 and P 2 PA bands are due to photogenerated p o ­
larons, whereas T 1 is caused by photoexcited tr iplet exci- 
tons . In the following we use these assignments to study the 
long-lived photoexcitation generation and recombination 
processes in mLPPP.
The fact that T 1 also shows a negative spin-1/2 resonance, 
although weak, is interesting by itself and shows that there 
exists a correlation between polarons and triplet photoexci­
tations in mLPPP. This may be explained by a model of 
triplet photogeneration, in which two spin-parallel polarons 
undergo fusion to become a triplet exciton.23 This explains 
why both resonances, at P  2 and T 1, respectively, have the 
same sign: reducing the density of polarons by magnetic 
resonance absorption that enhances their recombination rate 
also results in a reduced density of triplets. However, below 
we will show that polaron fusion is only a minor channel of 
triplet photogeneration in mLPPP. One could also try to ar­
gue that the spin 1/2 PADMR resonance of the triplet PA 
band is due to the photobleaching of the ground state, which 
happens because part of the ground state’s oscillator strength 
is stored in the polaron photoexcitations. However, in this 
scenario, resonance enhanced recombination of the polarons 
would reduce photobleaching and thus an increase in triplet
FIG. 5. Temperature dependencies of T1 and P 1 PA bands, both 
at steady state conditions (measured in-phase, 15 Hz chopping fre­
quency and 1 W/cm2 pump intensity, denoted TSS and P SS, re­
spectively, and far from steady state conditions measured at 
quadrature, 4 kHz, 0.5 W/cm2 pump intensity , denoted Tq and
P q , respectively.
density is expected: The T 1 would then show a positive reso­
nance, contrary to that observed in the experiment Fig.
4 b .
C. Recombination kinetics
The inset in Fig. 3 shows the dependence of the in-phase 
PA for the T 1 and P 1 PA bands on the pump laser intensity, 
measured at 100 Hz. Both bands show a change from a linear 
dependence at low I  to a nearly f i .  Actually, at high I  we 
measured A T ~ I m, where the exponent m  =  0.63 and 0.67 for 
triplets and polarons, respectively. We calculated that such a 
change in the exponent m  only occurs for the BR kinetics 
case Eq. 2 see the appendix . We therefore conclude BR 
kinetics for both polaron and triplet photoexcitations. BR 
kinetics is obvious for polaron recombination, P  P  
- a g r o u n d  s t a t e .  However, it is not trivial for the photoge­
nerated triplet excitons; our results show, therefore, that 
triplet-triplet annihilation, where d T 1 / d t  T 21 is dominant 
in mLPPP, in contrast to triplet exciton kinetics in other 
polymers.18 We note that the neat, planarized mLPPP back­
bone structure13 may increase triplet diffussion in these 
films, thus promoting BR kinetics. The T 1 and P 1 intensity 
dependencies allow us to rule out polaron fusion as a major 
channel of triplet photogeneration. Polaron fusion, described 
above, is a bimolecular generation process not to be con­
fused with BR , from which it follows that the triplet density 
depends quadratically on the polaron density; consequently 
there should be a quadratic relation between their respective 
PA bands, which is not observed in the experiment.
Figure 5 shows the temperature dependencies of the PA, 
T ( ) of triplets and polarons for both the steady state SS , 
T SS, and P  SS, respectively, where the PA is measured in­
phase at 15 Hz and I =  100 mW, and also far from the 
steady state, T q  and P q  , respectively, where the PA is mea­
sured in quadrature at 4 kHz and I =  50 mW. For triplet A T  
it is seen that for 2 0 0  K the temperature dependencies of 
T SS and T q  are different from each other. However, the two 
AT have similar 6 dependencies at 0> 200  K, where steady
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FIG. 6 . PL quantum efficiency, ??PL vs excitation photon energy. 
The inset shows that the cw PL is obtained following hot exciton 
thermalization.
state conditions (/t=£ 1) are attained. The reason is that at 
#> 200  K, A T in(0) and A T q ( 6) are both governed by the 
temperature dependence of the decay time ( ) Table I . 
Moreover, we note that T q  increases with 0 for #< 200  K. 
Since far from the steady state, T q  is proportional to the 
photogeneration quantum efficiency Eq. 3 , then the in­
crease of T q  is caused by an increase of ?; with 0 ; an unusual 
r} property that we can uniquely pick up using our PM tech­
nique. For the polarons, both P q (0) and P SS( 0) fall on top 
of each other already for 0 >  100 K , demonstrating that the 
polaron density is mostly determined by t ( 0 ), whereas the 
temperature dependence of the generation process itself is 
much weaker. Indeed, it has been shown24 that the tempera­
ture dependence of the PA due to charge excitations in 
mLPPP can be modeled using only the directly, experimen­
tally determined activation energies of traps in mLPPP. 
Taken together, these results show that the photogeneration 
quantum efficiency of polarons is temperature independent, 
in agreement with subnanosecond transient photoconductiv­
ity measurement in many other ir-conjugated polymers.25-28
D. Action spectroscopy
We used the photogeneration action spectrum technique 
to measure ?;(E ) for the PL band and T 1 and P 1 PA bands in 
mLPPP.
1. PL action spectrum
By measuring the PL/ Ig dependence on the excitation 
energy, E , we obtained the PL quantum efficiency, PL(E ) 
as shown in Fig. 6 . We normalized ?;PL(E ) by the absolute 
value of PL measured using an integrating sphere, and 
found ??pl^30%  at E =  3.5 eV. It is seen in Fig. 6  that 
?;PL(E ) abruptly increases at E ^  2.4 eV, followed by a con­
stant value at higher E . This step-function behavior is similar 
to that measured in the best poly phenylene-vinylene PPV 
films,29 and shows that singlet excitons are the primary ex­
citations in mLPPP, as can be also inferred from the large 
exciton binding energy (^ 0 .5  eV) obtained for this 
polymer.22 PL mostly occurs following the thermalization of 
the original hot exciton down to the lowest lying singlet 
exciton (Fig. 6 , inset): Hot excitons thermalize on a times-
0 -I------ 1------ 1------ 1------ 1------ 1------ I-
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FIG. 7. Photogeneration quantum efficiency spectrum, T(E ), 
of the triplet excitons in mLPPP. The bold line through the data 
points is a theoretical fit using a model of singlet fission SF . ISC 
is the process of triplet photogeneration via intersystem crossing. 
The dotted line illustrates the separation of r}T(E ) into the two 
processes. The inset shows an idealized r}T(E ) spectrum with no 
inhomogeneous broadening (see text), where fty is a vibrational 
quantum.
cale of the order of a ps, whereas the PL emission from 
thermalized excitons typically occurs on the order of 100  ps 
following the excitation.30 Thus, the singlet exciton recom­
bines radiatively with a given quantum efficiency indepen­
dent of the original excitation energy. Consequently, the PL 
action spectrum reflects the photogeneration quantum effi­
ciency spectrum for singlet excitons, which is close to 1 in 
mLPPP, independent of E .
2. Triplet action spectrum
At longer times, however, triplet excitons are formed in 
mLPPP, as may be concluded from the existence of the T 1 
PA band in Fig. 3. By measuring the A T q /(Ig) dependence 
on E  for the T 1 band at low I  (where / t >  1), we obtained the 
triplet quantum efficiency, T( E ) as shown in Fig. 7. Again, 
r/T(E ) has a step function response at E ^ E op similar to 
?;PL(E ); however, i jT( E ) increases at higher E, reaching a 
plateau at E ^  3.7 eV. It is thus apparent that triplet genera­
tion occurs via two main processes. The first process is as­
sociated with the generation of thermalized singlet excitons 
and therefore has a similar E  dependence as that of PL(E ) 
in Fig. 6 . We identify this process as due to intersystem 
crossing, ISC, from the singlet to the triplet manifold, which 
occurs following exciton thermalization at times of order 1 
ns,30,31 and hence its flat response with E  for E3*Eop. The 
other process, with an onset at E  3.2 eV, is therefore due 
to hot excitons and must thus occur at least on the timescale 
of the hot exciton thermalization. Both upper excited state 
transfer32 UEST and singlet exciton fisson33 SF mecha­
nisms for triplet generation have onsets above the optical 
gap. UEST has its maximum efficiency at E  close to higher 
energy triplet states. Then the beginning of the plateau in 
Fig. 7 should mark the energy of the second lowest triplet 
exciton state. This energy (^ 3 .7  eV), however, is higher 
than that of the mAg singlet exciton, which was measured to 
be at —3.3 eV ,22 (see also Sec. IIIE) and thus UEST cannot 
explain our data. We therefore identify the second triplet
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photogeneration process as SF (E x ^>Tf +  TJ.), which is op­
erative at E ^  2E t , where E T is the triplet energy. We thus 
obtain from the higher rjT( E ) onset at 3.2 eV a value E T
1.6 eV.
The theoretical prediction for the singlet fission quantum 
efficiency spectrum is a step function response with the step 
at 2E t . 33 But the rjT( E ) spectrum does not show such a 
sharp step function response (Fig. 7). On the contrary, the 
rise prior to reaching the plateau is spread out in energy over 
several tenths of eV. We therefore introduce a model see 
also Ref. 34) that is able to explain the shape of this broad 
rise in energy and get the E T value in spite of this broad 
spectrum. Our model follows two main ideas: (0 Singlet fis­
sion, just like any other electronic transition, may be accom­
panied by emission of strongly coupled vibrations. (ii) E T is 
not a single energy, but is spread out due to inhomogeneous 
broadening, which we denote as E T(x ), where the variable x 
describes an inhomogeneous parameter, such as conjugation 
length, for example.
Thus, the energy E  necessary to produce a triplet exciton 
is given by
E  =  E T( x ) + p h v P , 4
where p  is the number of emitted phonons and P is the 
vibrational frequency. The relative strength of the emission 
of p  phonons during the electronic transition is described by 
the Huang-Rhys formula:35
Sp
h ( p ) = pr • (5)
Figure 7 inset illustrates the model: For a weak inhomo­
geneity the SF action spectrum would comprise several 
steps. The n th step marks the onset of the photogeneration of 
a triplet pair accompanied by the emission of n vibrational 
quanta.
To quantify the inhomogenous broadening we have fitted 
the optical absorption band of mLPPP with an asymmetric 
Gaussian distribution.2 Let us call the distribution resulting 
from this fit D ' (E ), where D (E) is the distribution obtained 
by summing up over the vibronic progressions. D  (E ) is then 
given by2
D ( E ) = ' ^ i h ( p ) D ' ( E + p h v P) . 6
Singlet fission produces pairs of triplet excitons on neighbor­
ing chains or neighboring chain segments. Then the energy E  
to produce a triplet pair and coupled vibrations is given by
E = E t ( x  i ) +  p  i h v p  +  E ^ x  2) +  p  2 h v p , (7)
where the distributions E T( x 0  =  E T( x 2), p  1(p 2) is the num­
ber of emitted phonons in connection with the generation of 
the first (second triplet exciton. Next, we convoluted D  (E ) 
for the two triplet excitons to obtain the distribution D pair 
describing the inhomogenous distribution and phonon emis­
sion related to the generation of a triplet pair with energy 
E :E pair •
FIG. 8 . Photogeneration quantum efficiency spectrum, rjP(E ), 
of polaron excitations in mLPPP; the two photogeneration pro­
cesses due to hot and thermalized excitons, respectively, are as­
signed. The dotted line illustrates the separation of P(E ) into the 
two processes. The line through the data points is a theoretical fit 
using an intersegment tunneling model, as explained in the inset. 
HOMO (LUMO) is the highest occupied (lowest unoccupied mo­
lecular orbital, l (A) is the intersegment barrier potential width 
(height), and W is the energy difference between the HOMO and 
the vacuum level.
D  pair( E  pair)
E1 —0
D ( E 0 D ( E pair E 0 d E i . (8 )
We get the triplet photogeneration quantum efficiency, 
t]T , by convoluting D pair with a step function having an 
onset at E  E ppair
V t( E ) =  f  
J E
D pair(E pair)H ( E ~  E pair) d E pair
D  pair( Epair) dEpair, 9
0 J£j=0
D ( E  0  D ( E  pair E  0  dEidE.pair
which finally results in
v A E )  =
e - e 2
e -,=o j e , = o
-E
D ( E  ^  D ( E  2) dE 1dE2, (10)
where E  2 =  E pai^ e  1.
Equation (1 0  contains E T and S as the only two fitting 
parameters since D (E ) is directly extracted from ( ). The 
excellent fit to the experimental 57T(E ) curve shown in Fig. 7 
was obtained using Eq. (10) with E T=  1.6 eV and S =  0.15. 
From this measurement we note that the singlet-triplet en­
ergy difference AST= E S- E T is approximately 1 eV for the 
lowest exciton (1 B u), and that similar values for AST were 
also measured in PPV,36 as well as calculated by recent ab 
initio band structure calculations.37
3. Polaron action spectrum
In Fig. 8 we show the polaron photogeneration quantum 
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the P 1 PA band Fig. 3 , and normalizing it by the doping 
induced absorption cross section, , of polarons.20 It is seen 
that P(E ) abruptly increases at E  2.5 eV, similar to 
PL(E ) and T(E ) in Figs. 6  and 7, respectively. At E  
2.85 eV, however, P(E ) monotonously increases with E , 
where a saturation at high E  similar to that found for T(E ) 
in Fig. 7 is not observed. It is again obvious that rjP( E ) is 
composed from two contributions related to two different 
polaron photogeneration processes. One process is due to 
thermalized excitons and is thus independent of E , similar to 
PL(E ) Fig. 6  . We identify this process as exciton disso­
ciation (E X  P  P  ) at impurities and defects in the film, 
which occurs fo l low in g  hot exciton thermalization, similar to 
the ‘‘extrinsic’’ process observed in cw photoconductivity 
(P Q .38-40 The second polaron photogeneration process 
showing a distinctive E  dependence is related to hot  excitons 
and is thus intrinsic in nature.41 To explain this temperature 
independent, intrinsic process we suggest an electron tunnel­
ing model Fig. 8 inset , as follows:
The electron and hole of a thermalized exciton are closely 
bound by a binding energy of ^ 0 .6  eV (see Sec. IIIE). This 
makes their separation into free charges polarons very un­
likely; soon after its thermalization the exciton will recom­
bine to the ground state. We argue that this immediate re­
combination can only be prevented by separating the 
electron and hole to neighboring chain segments during the 
exciton thermalization. We therefore suggest that at initially 
high E  the electron may tunnel to another chain segment, 
before its excess energy is completely released. The tunnel­
ing probability for the electron, p  (E ), is given by
p ( E )  =  Vq [  e - 2llf‘ \^ ”'*(-A+Eop-E'>d.E',
JE„„
11
where l is the tunneling barrier thickness, m* is the elec­
tronic effective mass, and is the barrier height for tunnel­
ing; here E op W  , where W  is the polymer highest occu­
pied molecular orbital HOMO -vacuum energy difference 
see Fig. 8 , inset ; 0 is the number of tunneling attempts per 
unit energy as the electron thermalizes from E  to E op. The 
integrand in Eq. 11 is the standard WKB formula for the 
tunneling probability through a square potential barrier. As 
polaron photogeneration happens during the thermalization 
process, the tunneling probability is integrated over the ther- 
malization time, where v 0— assumed to be a constant—  
establishes the connection between the time and energy 
scale. This tunneling model is in agreement with the directly 
determined time evolution (with 100  fs resolution of the 
exciton dissociation probability in mLPPP,42 which is one 
order of magnitude higher during hot exciton thermalization 
as compared to thermalized excitons. The following values 
* are extracted from the fit obtained tofor 0 , W , and l 
both tjp ( E ) spectrum  and magnitude  shown in Fig. 8 : We 
obtained i>0 =  0.5(eV )_1, W= 5.5±0 .5  eV, which is in ex­
cellent agreement with electron affinity measurements in 
mLPPP,10 l^ m * = 4 ±  1 A \fm~e. The limits for the intra­
chain m* value are 0 .1me (conventional inorganic semicon­
ductors) and m e ; for these values of m* we obtained from 
l \ fm *  determined above l=  12 and l =  4 A , respectively. 
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FIG. 9. Electroabsorption spectrum of a mLPPP film at 80 K. 
The spectral features associated with the Stark shift of the 1 Bu 
exciton, its phonon replica, and the mAg exciton are assigned.
thickness separating two conjugation segments. It is known 
that the maximum energy relaxation rate R E / t of hot 
excitons is R =  h v 2,43 where v  is the most strongly coupled 
phonon. For mLPPP h v =  0.18 eV ( C = C  stretching 
mode , determined from the ( ) replica in Fig. 1. We can 
therefore estimate the attempt frequency for tunneling, T , 
from the relation
vt = R v 0 . 12
From i>0 =  0.5 eV - 1  determined above and Eq. (1 2 , we get 
T 0.1 , which is reasonably close to the maximum al­
lowed T ( ).
After thermalization is completed electron tunneling is 
not possible any more. Indeed, there is an energy onset to 
electron tunneling, as it must be at least equal to the differ­
ence between exciton and polaron pair binding energies. We 
note that at electric fields, F , of order 105 V/cm, a similar 
model was used to explain r/PC( E ) at high F ,44 where the 
electron and hole are separated by a barrier arising from their 
Coulomb interaction and F.
E. Electroabsorption spectrum
To complete the studies of neutral excitations in mLPPP 
we also measured the electroabsorption EA spectrum. The 
measurements were made using a modulated electric field of 
up to 1.6 X 105 V/cm. The mLPPP film was deposited on an 
electrode structured sapphire substrate consisting of inter­
locking metallic fingers with 20 jtim gap. The electric field 
modulation frequency was 500 Hz, and the changes T  in 
transmission T  due to the applied voltage were measured 
with a lock-in amplifier at 2 f  .2
The EA spectrum of an mLPPP film at 80 K is shown in 
Fig. 9 up to 4.5 eV. The spectrum consists of three deriva­
tivelike features with peaks at 2.7, 2.88, and 3.06 eV, respec­
tively, and a positive spectral feature with an onset at 3.3 
eV ;22 the highest energy bump at 4.3 eV is due to higher 
excitons in ( ) Fig. 1 . Similar spectral features have 
been observed before in the EA spectra of many 
-conjugated polymers2 and thus we analyze these features 
according to the standard model using summation over
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FIG. 10. Schematic representation of the excited states energy 
levels and optical transitions of the most important excitons with 
odd (B u) and even (Ag) parity and polarons in mLPPP. (a) Neutral 
singlet and triplet manifold. (b) Polaronic levels in the charged 
manifold for both P + and P .
states.2,45 We therefore interpret the derivativelike features in 
Fig. 9 as due to the Stark shift of the 1 B u exciton at 
=  2.7 eV and its two phonon side bands, which are 180 meV 
apart. The positive spectral feature at higher energy, on the 
contrary, is interpreted as due to the m A g exciton at 
=  3.3 eV. We note that the 1 B u energy deduced here is 
averaged over the conjugation length distribution in the film, 
whereas cw PL is mainly due to the longest chains. This may 
explain the energy difference between the measured optical 
gap from the PL onset at 2.6 eV, and the average 1 B u exci­
ton at 2.7 eV extracted from the EA spectrum.
F. Excited states energy levels
With these assignments in mind we can now complete the 
picture of the main excited states energy levels and optical 
transitions in mLPPP, deduced in this work. This is shown in 
the schematic representation of Figs. 10 a and 10 b for the 
neutral and charged manifolds, respectively.
In the neutral manifold [Fig. 10(a)] the 11 B u at 2.6 eV 
and the 13B u at 1.6 eV are deduced from the PL band and 
singlet fission onset, respectively. The m  1Ag level at 3.3 eV 
is deduced from the onset of the positive feature in the EA 
spectrum, whereas the m 3Ag level at 2.9 eV is deduced from 
the T 1 PA band, which theory predicts to be the strongest 
triplet transition from the 13B u .45 From these measurements 
we note that AST= E S- E T is approximately 1 eV for the 
lowest exciton (1 B u) and approximately 0.4 eV for the im­
portant m A g exciton. That AST is smaller for the m A g exci- 
ton is consistent with the more extended wave function of 
this high energy exciton. It also indicates that the continuum 
band onset, where presumably the singlet and triplet states
are degenerate, is located at a still higher energy. This shows 
that the exciton binding energy, E b, defined here as the en­
ergy difference between 11B u and the continuum band onset, 
is at least 0.6 eV in mLPPP, consistent with the relatively 
strong e -e interaction in this polymer. Also, since AST is 
determined by the exchange interaction, then the large ST 
value ( 1 eV) for the 1 B u exciton obtained from our mea­
surements is in agreement with the strong e-e  interaction in 
mLPPP that we deduced from E b . We also note that similar 
values for ST were also measured in PPV,36 as well as 
calculated by recent ab initio band structure calculations.37
The HOMO and lowest unoccupied molecular orbital 
(LUMO) levels in the charged manifold [Fig. 10(b)] do not 
have to coincide with those of the neutral manifold. In fact 
the HOMO-LUMO gap, E HL, in PPV was found46 to be 
larger for the charged manifold by about 0.2 eV, compared 
to the optical gap in the neutral manifold. We may estimate 
E HL in mLPPP for the charged manifold, if we assume that 
the polaron levels are symmetrically located in the HL gap, 
as shown in Fig. 10 b . In this case there exists the following 
relation:
E  HL_  2  P 1 +  P  2- 13
Using P ^ 0 . 4  eV and P 2=  1.9 eV from the PA bands in 
Fig. 3, we calculate from Eq. (1 3  E HL =  2.7 eV. This is 
close, but higher than E op 2.6 eV found in the singlet 
manifold. That E op E HL shows that the polaronic relaxation 
energy associated with charge injection is small in mLPPP 
and this is consistent with the relatively high quantum yield 
found for light emitting diodes (LED’s) made from mLPPP 
thin films.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
We studied the photoexcitation dynamics as revealed in 
PM measurements for the cases of monomolecular and bi- 
molecular recombination kinetics, respectively. In particular, 
we found that the quadrature PA component solely depends 
on the photogeneration quantum efficiency, if the measure­
ments are conducted far from the steady state. Thus, studies 
of subnanosecond generation processes of long-lived photo­
excitations can be completed using cw PM rather than tran­
sient techniques. We presented the PA and PA detected mag­
netic resonance spectra of mLPPP thin films. The PA 
spectrum is dominated by a triplet-triplet absorption at 1.3 
eV and by two polaron absorption bands at 0.4 and 1.9 eV, 
respectively. We showed that the band at 1.9 eV has a strong 
spin-1/2 resonance, whereas for the PA band at 1.3 eV we 
found a much weaker spin-1/2 resonance. We proposed a 
fusion mechanism of two spin-parallel polarons into a triplet 
to explain the observed triplet spin-1/2 PADMR resonance. 
The dependencies of the triplet and polaron PA bands on the 
excitation laser intensity and temperature were measured and 
analyzed in terms of specific generation and recombination 
processes. The photogeneration action spectra for the singlet 
and triplet excitons and polarons were presented. We identi­
fied two photogeneration processes for triplets, namely inter­
system crossing and singlet fission, and also two photoge­
neration processes for polarons, namely dissociation at 
defects and electron intersegment tunneling. From a model 
fit to the triplet action spectrum we obtained a value for the
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triplet exciton energy, E T=  1.6 eV. From fitting the polaron 
action spectrum we obtained values for the polymer HOMO­
vacuum energy difference, W  5.5 eV, and for the width of 
the tunneling barrier, 4 A <  d <  12 A .
From the EA spectrum we found the energy of the two 
most important excitons in mLPPP, namely 1 B u and m A g . 
The energy levels and optical transitions of the most impor­
tant excitons in the singlet and triplet manifolds and polarons 
in mLPPP were then deduced and their complete scheme was 
presented. We conclude that e-e  interaction in mLPPP is 
relatively strong.
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APPENDIX
Assuming that the lock-in amplifier analyzes the first har­
monic of N ( t ), we numerically and analytically solved sepa­
rately the two rate equations
d N  d N  2
—  = V g I - ( 3 N ( M R ) ; -1 7 =  v g ! - y N 2( B R , (A1)
d t
for N in and N q at different f  and I, spanning the steady state 
(fr<§ 1), and far from it (fr§> 1). The excitation I ( t ) is a
periodic square wave in time with an illuminating pulse du­
ration 10=  1/2f ,  where f  is the laser modulation frequency, t  
is the photoexcitation decay time, i.e., r =  1/^  and t  
1/( N ) for MR and BR kinetics, respectively. An analytic 
expression for MR kinetics can be obtained by solving the 
Fourier transform of Eq. (1 4  for N ( f ) . This gives
N f
VgI_______________ . y g l  2 w f
2  ( 2 t t / )  2 +  /32 2  ( I t t / )  2 +  /32
, A2
where the real and imaginary parts denote the N in and N q 
components, respectively. We can obtain analytic expres­
sions for BR kinetics in the limiting cases of steady state and 
far from the steady state. At steady state we set the left-hand 
side of Eq. (1 4  to zero and solve for N (f):
N SS"
' v g 1
2 y '
A3
Far from steady state e.g., at high f ) the left-hand side of 
Eq. (1 4  becomes important because of the time derivative, 
however, the recombination term will be negligible, as N  
decreases with f . Under these conditions we can easily solve 
the Fourier transform of the remaining equation for the com­





To get the exact, numerical results for the BR kinetics we 
first solved Eq. 14 analytically in the time domain and cal­
culated the Fourier component integrals numerically. The 
various terms and their approximations are given in Table I.
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